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CHAPTER I.

QUEENSLAND-ITS HISTORY AND SITUATION-MEANS USED TO

PROMOTE EMIGRATION.

AT the time of which I write, the colony of
Queensland had possessed a separate existence for
some years, and was beginning to attract conside-
rable attention in England. It was separated
from New South Wales in the year 1859. It
comprises, as I dare say most people know, all
the north-eastern portion of Australia, and a great
portion of it lies within the Tropic of Capricorn.
It possesses a coast-line of more than two thousand
miles, and the area is over six hundred thousand
square miles. It possesses a governor and council
and upper and lower houses of Parliament, as is
the case with most British colonies, though why
it should be so, or what use or practical result is
secured thereby, would be very hard to say. One
is rather apt to be reminded of children who
generally in their games are fond of apeing the
manners of grown-up people—playing at soldiers,
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CHAPTER XII.

BUSH REMEDIES AND BUSH DISORDERS-

RATHER AN UNHEALTHY SITUATION-QUACKS AND DRUNKARDS

-CLERGY AND MISSIONARIES.

IN the north of Queensland the cinchona tree
grows plentifully, and from its berries and bark
a drink may be made which is a specific for
fever and ague. The sarsaparilla is also very
abundant in some parts, and this is a cure for
scurvy. Thus, for the two commonest forms of
disease in Capricornia, a plentiful natural remedy
is at hand. The root of the wild arrowroot, a
parasite, which grows in the forks of trees, is also
a cure for dysentery, and other internal complaints.

A Bush-life is generally a very healthy one. I
suppose that the open air and active employ-
ments are conducive to this. But after the rainy
season, when the sun raises exhalations from the
ground, fever and ague, and low fevers, are very
rife, and few who have resided in the Bush for
any length of time are lucky enough to escape
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CHAPTER XIV.

QUEENSLAND GOLD-FIELDS-WIDE DISTRIBUTION OF GOLD-

INCIDENTS OF DIGGING-CHINAMEN-A ROW AND ITS

CONSEQUENCES.

I REMEMBER that one of the principal inducements
held out by the lecturer of whom I have spoken
in an earlier chapter, was the richness of the
mineral resources of the colony, especially with
respect to gold.

Now this one thing I will say, that there is
hardly a sandy creek or river in the north of
Queensland which will not afford specimens of the
precious metal. In travelling, if from the first
creek you cross you dip up a pint-pot full of
sand, and wash it carefully and laboriously, you
will doubtless find a speck or two of gold. This
is what is called by colonists "the colour," and
the fact of its appearance only shows that gold
must exist in considerable quantities in the colony.
In this diffused state, however, it is practically
useless, as a month's work of this kind would not
produce as much gold as would cover a pin's
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CHAPTER XVI.

LIFE ON THE DIGGINGS, CONTINUED-GAMBLING-PROSPECTORS

AND GOLDFIELDS-BUSHRANGERS.

LIFE on the diggings is in the day-time busy
and comparatively quiet, that is, there is not
much bustle, a great number of men being at
work down the shafts. If cradles be used there
is some noise in the operation of washing, but
ordinary human noises are almost hushed. In
the evening, and far into the night, the diggings
are noisy indeed. The grog-shops drive a
roaring trade. Men pay visits to one another,
and gambling, which, in the colonies, is the
noisiest of all occupations, goes on steadily. Men
do not play their cards, they throw them down
with loud exclamations, "Bully for me!" "Take
it out of that." Each turn in the fortunes of
the game is the theme of loud astonishment, joy,
or execration. The more a man loses or wins,
the noisier he gets; those who have neither won
nor lost, are usually quiet comparatively, as they
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CHAPTER XXII.

COOLIE LABOUR IN QUEENSLAND-THE DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN A COOLIE AND A SLAVE-HOW TO GET COOLIES-

HOW TO TREAT THEM-SLAVERY A REMEDY FOR CANNIBALISM.

IT is possible that some of my readers may
have occasionally seen among other newspaper
matter, a feeble paragraph or two headed, "The
immigration of coolie labourers to Queensland," or
"The importation of South Sea Islanders into
Australia." I believe that a leading article was
once written on the same subject in the "Morning
Star," an excellent periodical doubtless, but one
which is, to a great class of readers, in the same
category with the luminary from which it takes
its name, they never see it. But perhaps without
beating about the bush any further, I had better
begin to explain the term "coolie labour," as
understood in some of our colonies, and to tell
what I can about it.

Few people are, I believe, aware, that there has
been carried on for some time, in Queensland and
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other colonies, an organized system of kidnapping,
(immigration they call it,) from the South Sea
Islands. That is to say, that large numbers of
the islanders have been brought over from the
islands to work on the cotton plantations. So
far so good, and if the islanders come of their
own accord, no one could possibly blame them
for so coming, or the farmers for employing them.
If, however, these people are either being enticed
from their homes on false pretences, or brought
over by force, then it should be considered that
a grievous wrong is being done to them. This
proposition no Englishman will gainsay, unless he
be one of those who benefit by the transaction,
when he will begin to call the people so entrap-
ped, by force or fraud, not slaves, (oh, no! there
is no slavery in the British dominions,) but im-
migrants, or coolie labourers.

The origin of the traffic is briefly this, that a
great many people have persuaded themselves that
Queensland is destined to become a great cotton and
sugar-producing colony. "Now," say they, "cotton
and sugar cannot be produced, so as to pay, by
white labour." I am not in a position to dispute
this hypothesis; but we will suppose it to be a
true one. This being granted, the people inte-
rested in cotton and sugar, set to work at once,
and brought over (by means and in a manner
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